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November 10th, 2020 California Energy Commission Business Meeting
ITEM 2. DACAG: This agenda seemed shorter, but deep in value. If a short agenda
allows staff more chance of attending meetings, especially CEC monthly business
meetings, more cohesion might be attainable with implied goals and public messages.
ITEM 4. IEPR topics:
4a). I commend the Commission for working more on dealing with natural gas
infrastructure and the gas workforce. It became more obvious that existing gas
structures need maintenance and retirement plans. The oil/gas workforce can obviously
be strong, and sometimes incredibly painful to work with. Possible solutions might
include: 1) offering young gas workers jobs in other clean energy sectors; and 2) offer
free/highly discounted gas lands to experienced gas workers for residential life. In
offering specific properties which suffer from existing gas maintenance needs, all people
can become more aware of what needs to be dealt with and why.
4b). Due to continued building electrification/decarbonization efforts, I hope more
electromagnetic field (EMF) design for public health exposures becomes a recognized
parameter by CEC staff/stakeholders involved. EMF issues seem largely ignored due to
the large amount of electronic wireless business influx, economy grooming and young
job market. EMF might be, or become, a potential public health issue which might act
similarly to smog. Designing certain spaces with “sanctuary” health ideas, such as
sanctuary bedrooms and recovery rooms, with less EMF potential, away from wireless
pulsing meters, light pollution, machine frequency and noise, might bring additional rest
and healing to certain humans.
4c). Thank you to Commissioner Monahan for reiterating the possibility of using
hydrogen fuel for other resources and her willingness to discuss this idea further with
Commissioner McAllister. Maybe new data centers, and other buildings with less
occupants, could be designed with enough surrounding space to allow hydrogen fuel
use without endangering humans. If occupants and owners are willing to let their
building explode and burn without first responders, perhaps certain buildings/land might
be function with hydrogen fuel and not produce more poor air quality.
ITEM 5. WEST COAST CODE CONSULTANTS, INC.: Commissioner McAllister’s
repeated use of colloquial phrase regarding “increased muscle” is becoming scary to
listen to. Perhaps that is me after suffering many cyber problems. I hope the phrase is
only about the strength of the CEC on working on its various issues. If I am one of them,
please let me know more directly. Many thanks.
A similar situation, not from the same speaker: Where the word “meaningful” seems to
been grasped and repeated in many recent California articles and talks, including by
Governor Newsom, the word “meant” seems equally important, if not more so.
Thanks for sharing with the public.

